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New Thermal Runaway Propagation 
Requirements 






















































EVA Batteries addressed are: 
 
LLB – 650 Wh
Long-life Battery: primary power 
for EMU life support, data, comm
80 Cells:   16P-5S config
LREBA – 400 Wh
Li Rechargeable EVA Battery: 
glove heaters, lights, camera, etc. 
45 Cells:     9P-5S config
LPGT - 89 Wh
Li Pistol Grip Tool 
10 Cells:      10S config in use 







LLB – Dense Brick 
LPGT – Loose Brick  







•  A Thermal analysis sub-team has conducted considerable thermal 
analysis, in concert with testing, to understand heat generated 
within a failed cell, and estimate heat transport via conduction, 
convection, and radiation within a network of cells in a battery. 
•  Internal cell thermal analysis and calorimetry testing has provided 
insight on the potential for heat generation, however, measuring 
heat released through venting has been problematicA
•  The eventual goal is for the thermal model to become predictive 
and a tool to explore mitigation measures prior to testing. 
•  Analysis Team 
–  Battery level analysis and mitigations -- Steve Rickman 
–  Internal cell models -- Dr. Ralph White 
–  Analysis of ARC data and mitigations -- Bob Christie 
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Numerous iterations of 
battery-level thermal 
models  have been 
studied. 
Early models focused on 
original 9P "picket fence" 
configuration with 
adjacent cells in direct 
contact via an adhesive 
fillet.
Analysis indicated 
heating was sufficient to 
trigger adjacent cells into 
thermal runaway. 
Led to separation of cells 
using capture plates. 
Battery-level Thermal Model Evolution 
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Most recent version correlated to test run 53 
in an LREBA enclosure with open vent holes. 
Model represents a segment of LREBA 
enclosure and includes: 
•  internal heat generation 
•  triggering based on jellyroll temperature 
•  mass loss on venting 
•  heat generation due to I2R + chemical 
reactions due to decomposition (scaled 
from cell internal models) 
•  internal air conduction 
•  external convection 
•  internal and external thermal radiation. 
Correlation is very good in some areas and in 
need of improvement in others. 
Battery-level Thermal Models 

































































Battery-level Thermal Models – Selected Comparisons 






Battery Thermal Model Preliminary Results 
Run 53 correlated LREBA segment thermal model at approximate time of 



























ARC testing is used to measure heat release from 






•  Self-heating typically began at ~140 °C. 
•  The energy required to raise the average 
temperature of the cell to the observed 
maximum temperature was on the order 
of 13.6 kJ. 
•  Stored electrical energy in cell 
–  2.4 A-hr * 3.75V average = 9.0 W-hr * 
3,600 s/hr = 32.4 kJ


ARC Test Summary 
ARC testing and analysis indicate that a fraction of 
theoretical energy is conducted thru the cell can.  
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To date, the analysis, in conjunction with corroborating tests, has informed 
the team on the following: 
•  Direct cell-to-cell contact can lead to propagation of TR via heat 
conduction through the adhesive joining the cells in the cell array. 
•  Effluents from cell venting carry sufficient energy to promote propagation 
of TR; when combustion of the effluents occur, this problem is 
exacerbated. 
•  Heat transfer through any atmosphere present in the LREBA battery 
enclosure is primarily via gas conduction, as characteristic dimensions 
within the enclosure are too small to sustain convective heat transfer. 
•  Heat generated through cell TR that conducts through the cell can is on 
the order of one-half of the cell's total I2R heating; this is supported by 
model correlation, correlation to ARC testing, and examination of cell 
carcass materials posttest.  
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Spreader Trigger 
Cell 






















•  Development of analytical models for LPGT and 
LLB and associated TR mitigationsA
•  Analytical support for future ARC tests to quantify 
heat released on venting. 
•  Determine if CFD analysis can be added to the 
model to inform energy distribution when TR vented 
products are not directly vented outside the battery 
enclosure.

Thermal Analysis Next Steps 
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Final Thoughts 
